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Local Authorities can 
directly interact to 
improve multi-modal 
and low carbon 
mobility, freight 
logistic and 
environmental quality 

participatory governance that 
actively engage institutions, 

stakeholders and citizens 

REMEDIO’s approach  

in addressing the challenges 



REMEDIO pilot 
areas 

Loures Thessaloniki Treviso 

Split 



REMEDIO Small scale investments 

 Proposals for the redesign of the major 

urban axis, introducing a 2nd 

generation bus lane  

 mixed e-bike sharing network 

 

 Bike sharing network serving the pilot 

road 

 

 renewal of a urban street toward an 

upgraded pedestrian and cycling profile 

of the area 

Soft actions on Low 
Carbon Mobility 

Solutions 



 

Thessaloniki case: “REDESIGNING… THE ROAD TOGETHER…  

A Joint participatory process”. 
Under REMEDIO project the pilot area has been selected to be the Eastern 

Horizontal Axis of Thessaloniki: 

It includes Ethnikis Antistaseos str– Vasilisis Olgas and Vasileos Georgiou 

Avenue - Manoli Andronikou street.  

It is a Mixed Used Axis with a large number of inhabitants  

It shows features of urban canyon with high atmospheric burdens.  

The vision: "An Urban Operational Axis for all ..."  



Ensuring multi-stakeholders’ participation from the 
beginning 

 
 
To generate more ownership among stakeholders, to feel more invested in 
the results and then the results can be more sustainable as they have 
potentially been subjected to a more rigorous and contested process.  
 
Tool kit: 

Questionnaires, Raise awareness campaigns and REMEDIO ACTION CLUB 

(volunteers with academic, professional or personal interest on the topics that 

REMEDIO is dealing with), assemblies, workshops, mini labs. 



REMEDIO TRANSFER 

Modulo Proposal for 
Upgrade the ‘Eastern 

Horizontal’ Axis of 
Thessaloniki 

(Ethnikis Antistaseos 
Vasilisis Olgas, Vasileos 

Georgiou, Manoli 
Andronikou) 

ReMod Urban Traffic: 

A Redesign Model and a 
Methodological Guide  
for accelerating integrated 
solutions for urban 
communities congested by 
traffic: step by step. 
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 Learn about MDAT S.A.: 

WWW.thessaloniki.gr/math 

Fb: REMEDIO Thess 

http://www.thessaloniki.gr/math

